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COVID-19 Health Emergency Frequently Asked Questions of the Appraisal 

Subcommittee (ASC) 
Disclaimer: The responses/opinions below are provided by ASC staff in response to common inquiries from State 

Appraiser and AMC Regulatory Agencies during the COVID-19 Health Emergency, and do not represent the 

responses/opinions of the Appraisal Subcommittee. 

Appraiser Program Questions 

Temporary Practice: 

• What if we cannot process temporary practice applications within  five business days? 

ASC Policy Statement 2 requires State Appraiser Programs to issue temporary practice permits 

within five business days of receipt of a completed application.  However, it also allows 

flexibility as long as the State documents* the file as to the circumstances justifying the delay or 

other action.  Please contact your assigned ASC Policy Manager if you have specific questions. 

• Our State requires fingerprinting background checks for temporary practice applicants.  We 

have been notified that fingerprinting is not available at this time.  What can we do? 

Fingerprint background checks are a State requirement, not federal.  You could consult with your 

attorney to see if you have the ability to waive or defer this type of background check in lieu of a 

different type of background check or self-reporting. 

Appraiser Registry: 

• What if we cannot submit updates to the Appraiser Registry? 

Contact  your assigned ASC Policy Manager.  ASC IT will help the States keep the Registries 

updated, including adding information for the State.  

• What if we cannot pay the ASC invoices? 

Contact your assigned ASC Policy Manager.  The ASC will work with States if they are unable 

to process invoices during this emergency.   

Education: 

• Is there any way we can approve online appraiser Continuing Education (CE) courses 

without IDECC approval? 

 

During this Health Emergency, the Appraiser Qualifications Board (AQB) of The Appraisal 

Foundation has recommended CE offerings, including new offerings, that are approved to be 

presented in a traditional classroom setting may be converted to synchronous delivery and 

offered, through December 31, 2021, without the delivery mechanism approval set forth in  
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Generic Education Criteria, III.D.3. of the Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria 

(Criteria), subject to the following: 

 

1. The educational offering under consideration is approved for traditional classroom 

presentation; 

2. The platform utilized for distance education is live and interactive; 

3. The instructor verifies photo identification of the students; and 

4. The instructor maintains an attendance roster, which includes verifying 100% classroom 

attendance by, for example, taking attendance at various established times during the 

course. 

 

The AQB has extended this relief to Trainee/Supervisory courses.   

 

The State may choose to allow CE classroom offerings to be converted to synchronous delivery 

and offered until December 31, 2021, and document the files accordingly.   

 

• Is there any way we can approve online appraiser Qualifying Education (QE) courses without 

IDECC approval? 

 

During this Health Emergency, and effective September 22, 2020, the AQB has recommended 

QE offerings, including new offerings, that are approved to be presented in a traditional 

classroom setting may be converted to synchronous delivery and offered, through December 31, 

2021, without the delivery mechanism approval set forth in Generic Education Criteria, III.D.3.  

of the Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria (Criteria), subject to the following: 

 

1. The educational offering under consideration is approved for traditional classroom 

presentation; 

2. The platform utilized for distance education is live and interactive; 

3. The instructor verifies photo identification of the students;  

4. The instructor maintains an attendance roster, which includes verifying 100% classroom 

attendance by, for example, taking attendance at various established times during the 

course; and 

5. The examination required for QE under. Generic Education Criteria, III.E.7. remain in 

place as written.  It states: “Courses intended for use as qualifying education must include 

a written, closed-book final examination (proctored by an official approved by the 

college or university, or by the sponsoring organization).  The term “written” as used 

herein refers to an exam that might be written on paper or administered electronically on 

a computer workstation or other device.  Oral exams are not acceptable.” 
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The State may choose to allow QE classroom offerings to be converted to synchronous delivery 

and offered until December 31, 2021, and document the files accordingly.   

 

Applications: 

• Our board meetings have been cancelled due to the COVID-19 Health Emergency until 

further notice.  We may have trouble meeting timelines for processing applications.  Will we 

be out of compliance? 

ASC Policy Statement 4 states that applications for credentialing should be timely processed by 

State agencies (within 90 calendar days after receipt of a completed application).  However, it 

also allows flexibility if the files are sufficiently documented* to explain the basis for the delay. 

• Will there be any allowances made for CE requirements due to the COVID-19 Health 

Emergency situation? 

Section III.F.13 “Criteria Specific to Continuing Education” of the Criteria includes provisions 

for States agencies impacted by a State, or federally declared disaster, to allow credential holders 

an additional 90 days to complete their required continuing education.  The current National 

Emergency is a federally declared disaster, and therefore qualifies for State agencies to use the 

90-day extension during this crisis.  Please contact your assigned ASC Policy Manager if you 

know you are planning to extend appraiser credentials.   

• What if our State Governor issues executive orders relating to renewal of licenses, and other 

orders that may result in our State Program being out of compliance with Title XI 

requirements?  

Please contact your assigned ASC Policy Manager to discuss.  The ASC will work with a State 

in these instances. 

• Is the AQB offering any relief regarding Trainee/Supervisory appraiser course delivery? 

The AQB temporary relief to allow CE education offerings originally designed for traditional 

classroom settings to be offered remotely includes the Trainee/Supervisory appraiser course.  

• Because of the COVID-19 Health Emergency, we have applicants that may not meet the 

AQB required 24-month time frame to pass the examination or become credentialed after 

passing the exam.  Will there be any allowances made to the timeline due to the COVID-19 

Health Emergency?  

Yes.  AQB Criteria IV. “Generic Examination Criteria” states: “A new applicant not currently 

licensed or certified and in good standing with another jurisdiction shall have up to 24 months, 

after approval by the state, to take and pass an AQB-approved qualifying examination for the 

credential. Successful completion of the examination is valid for a period of 24 months.”  
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During this Health Emergency, the AQB recommended extending the 24-month time frames 

noted in the above text for 90 days after the State officially ends their COVID-19 related 

emergency declaration, or until such time as the AQB rescinds its recommendation, whichever 

date comes first.   

Reciprocity: 

• Our State requires letters of good standing from each State that a reciprocal applicant is 

currently credentialed in before we issue a reciprocal credential.  We may have an issue 

receiving those letters from the other States.  What should we do?   

The ASC encourages States to rely on the private side of the Appraiser Registry to verify a 

reciprocal applicant’s current status instead of asking for letters of good standing from other 

State appraiser programs.  This is always an option available to the States.   

• Our State requires fingerprinting background checks for appraiser applicants.  We have been 

notified that fingerprinting is not available at this time.  What can we do? 

Fingerprint background checks are a State requirement, not federal.  You could consult with your 

attorney to see if you have the ability to waive or defer this type of background check in lieu of a 

different type of background check or self-reporting. 

Enforcement: 

• Our disciplinary hearings and board meetings have been cancelled and will be held in 

abeyance until the state of emergency in our State has lifted.  This will likely affect  the 

timeliness of complaint/enforcement case resolution.  Will we be out of compliance if these 

cases take over one year to resolve? 

ASC Policy Statement 7 allows for exemptions to the one-year timeline for special documented 

circumstances.  Special documented circumstances are those extenuating circumstances beyond 

the control of the State agency that delays normal processing of a complaint.  This National 

Emergency qualifies as a special circumstance that could delay the processing of complaints.  

Please document* the basis for delay in the files. 

AMC Program Questions 

AMC Registry: 

• What if we cannot submit updates to the AMC Registry? 

Contact your assigned ASC Policy Manager.  ASC IT will help the States keep the Registries 

updated, including adding information for the State.  

• What if we cannot pay the ASC invoices? 
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Contact your assigned ASC Policy Manager.  The ASC will work with States if they are unable 

to process invoices.   

Enforcement: 

• Our disciplinary hearings and board meetings have been cancelled and will be held in 

abeyance until the state of emergency has lifted.  This will likely affect the timeliness of 

AMC complaint/enforcement case resolution.  Will we be out of compliance if these cases 

take over one year to resolve? 

ASC Policy Statement 10 allows for exemptions to the one-year timeline for special documented 

circumstances.  Special documented circumstances are those extenuating circumstances beyond 

the control of the State agency that delays normal processing of a complaint.  This National 

Emergency qualifies as a special circumstance that could delay the processing of complaints.  

Please document* the basis for delay in the files. 

USPAP Questions 
• Are appraisers required to perform interior inspections of real property during a national 

health emergency? 

Please access the Appraisal Foundation Q&A page for USPAP information. 

https://appraisalfoundation.org/imis/TAF/Standards/Q_As/TAF/QAs.aspx?hkey=29db1bf8-827d-4f7b-

b525-06ac9f596637  

 

*Note: Documentation can simply be a note to the file(s) regarding the basis for delay, or an 

overall written policy providing staff relief from having to meet timelines due to the Program’s 

adherence with the State and Federal guidelines during this National Emergency. 

https://appraisalfoundation.org/imis/TAF/Standards/Q_As/TAF/QAs.aspx?hkey=29db1bf8-827d-4f7b-b525-06ac9f596637
https://appraisalfoundation.org/imis/TAF/Standards/Q_As/TAF/QAs.aspx?hkey=29db1bf8-827d-4f7b-b525-06ac9f596637

